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Taxpayer Dollars Fund Project of Anti-American UCSD
Teachers
College professors at the University of
California in San Diego scoff at American
sovereignty and admit openly that they want
to “dissolve the United States.” To boot, the
professors received tenure from the
University of California through their efforts
in a taxpayer-funded project involving the
creation of GPS phones to provide illegal
immigrants with a guide for safe passage
into the United States.

UCSD lecturer Micha Cardenas, an “artist”
whose work is both erotic and often focuses
on “dislocative border disturbance,” was
captured on video declaring, “I think the
way to fix the country is to dissolve it. We
could either give all the land back to the
indigenous people that we stole it from or
we could just wait for the economic collapse
and build community-based alternatives and
infrastructures to replace the current
system.”

In November 2009, UCSD Professor Ricardo Dominguez, an activist professor who developed Virtual
Sit-In technologies in 1998 in solidarity with the Zapatista communities in Chiapas, Mexico, remarked,
“In terms of immigrant rights … the question is to move the kind of anchor of civil disobedience within
the kind of over-fetishized notion of a single sovereignty of a nation but to look at a larger trans-society
that is emerging that also should have global rights.”

Both professors helped to create the GPS cellphones that are meant to assist illegal immigrants across
the border.

The Blaze reports, “Dominguez and Cardenas are altering cheap phones to include maps, water spots,
and a compass to help illegals cross the border.” An application is downloaded into mobile phones that
will provide illegal immigrants with the tools necessary for safe entry into the United States.

Cardenas explains, “It’s really just designed for you to turn it on and the compass would show you
where is the safety site.”

She adds, “The tool consists of an inexpensive cell phone with a global positioning satellite chip and a
custom piece of software which accesses the phone’s ability to receive GPS information without needing
to send out data which may allow the user to be located and without needing phone service.”

Strangely, the GPS phones not only provide maps and a compass to help illegals cross the border, but
are also equipped with explicit poetry believed to serve as a source of inspiration to those illegals in
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their journey across the border. One such poem reads: “Flight a fight of fancy, This bridge called my
back my heart my head, My c#$k, my c3$t, my tunnel vision you are crossing into me.”

In April 2010, Dominguez was captured on video openly boasting that it was taxpayer dollars that
helped to fund the GPS project, which ultimately led to his receipt of tenure.?To view the video of these
professors in its entirety, see here.
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